
The diagram shows a fair spinner.1

(2)

(Total for Question 1 is 3 marks)
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Kalid spins the arrow on the spinner once.

impossible unlikely evens likely certain

(a) Write down the word from the box that best describes the 
likelihood the arrow will land on

(i) black,

(ii) yellow.

10 balls are in a bag.
7 of these balls are red.

Liam takes at random a ball from the bag.

(b) On the probability scale below, 
mark with a cross (×) the probability that the ball is red.

(1)
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Kiri has five bags of coloured cubes.
She picks at random a cube from each bag.
The table shows the probability that the cube the picks from each bag is blue.

1

Bag A B C D E

Probability of red 0.5 0.9 0.3 0.7 0
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(1)

(Total for Question 1 is 3 marks)

(a) From which bag is Kiri most likely to pick a blue sweet?

(b) Which bag contains no blue sweets?

(c) From which bag is Kiri equally likely to
pick a blue cube as a cube of another colour?

(1)
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All the dogs at a dog shelter are either male or female.
At the dog shelter
the number of male dogs : the number of female dogs = 7 : 12
A dog at the shelter is picked at random.
(a) Find the probability that this dog is female.

1
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(1)

(Total for Question 1 is 3 marks)

At the dog shelter, there are 42 male dogs.
(b) How many female dogs are there?

(2)

All the dogs at a dog shelter are either male or female.
At the dog shelter
the number of male dogs : the number of female dogs = 7 : 12
A dog at the shelter is picked at random.
(a) Find the probability that this dog is female.
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There are 90 counters in a bag.
Each counter in the bag is either red or blue so that

the number of red counters : the number of blue counters = 2 : 13

Li is going to put some more red counters in the bag so that

the probability of taking at random a red counter from the bag is  

Work out the number of red counters that Li is going to put in the bag.

1

(Total for Question 1 is 4 marks)
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There are 90 counters in a bag.
Each counter in the bag is either red or blue so that

the number of red counters : the number of blue counters = 2 : 13

Li is going to put some more red counters in the bag so that

the probability of taking at random a red counter from the bag is  

Work out the number of red counters that Li is going to put in the bag.

1

(Total for Question 1 is 4 marks)
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IGCSE
Here is a biased 6-sided spinner.1

Number 1 2 3 4 5 6

Probability 0.07 0.24 0.22 0.12

(Total for Question 1 is 5 marks)

Edexcel Foundation: January 2019 Paper 1, Q15

Kim spins the spinner once.
The table gives the probabilities that the spinner  lands on 1, 2, 3 or 4.

(a) Work out the probability that the spinner lands on 1 or 2.

(1)

When the spinner is spun once, the probability that the spinner lands on 5 is 
0.13 more than the probability that the spinner lands on 6.

Ato spins the spinner 400 times.

(b)Work out an estimate for the number of times the spinner lands on 6.

(4)
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IGCSE
Steve throws a 6-sided dice.
The dice can land on 1 or on 2 or on 3 or on 4 or on 5 or on 6

He also spins a coin.
The coin can land on heads (H) or on tails (T).

List all the possible combinations he could get.

1
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(Total for Question 1 is 2 marks)
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IGCSE
Cho has two different sets of cards.

Set 1 contains 3 cards, one marked A, one marked B and one marked C.
Set 2 contains 5 cards, one marked A, one marked B, one marked C,
one marked D and one marked C

Cho is going to take at random one card from each set.
The table shows all possible pairs of cards that Cho could take.

1
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A B C D E

A AA AB AC AD AE

B BA BB BC BD BE

C CA CB CC CD CE

(2)

(Total for Question 1 is 4 marks)

(a) Find the probability that Cho will take at least one card marked B.

Cho is going to take at random one card from each set, note the 
letter on each card and replace the cards.

He is going to do this a total of 90 times.

(b) Work out an estimate for 
the number of times that Cho will take at least one card marked B.

Set 1

Set 2

(2)
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[1]

Ash has a bag containing 5 green pens, 10 blue pens and 9 red pens only.
She takes a pen out of the bag at random.

Draw an arrow (↓ ) on the probability scale to show the probability that Ash takes

1

10

(a) a blue pen,

[1]10

(a) a green pen or a blue pen.
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Anita makes 40 cupcakes with different flavours.
5 cupcakes are chocolate, 13 are banana, 7 are toffee, 
2 are vanilla and 13 are coffee.

Anita takes a cupcake at random.
Find the probability that the cupcake she takes is

1

[1](i)  toffee,

[1](ii)  not chocolate,

[1](iii)  strawberry.
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Nathan has a set of 10 cards, each with a number written on it.
The numbers on the cards are  1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6, 7, 8, 10.
One card is taken at random.

Write down the probability that the number on the card is

1

[1](iv)  a number greater than 10.

(iii)  a prime number, [1]

(ii)  an even number, [1]

(i)  6, [1]
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Colour Gold Blue Red White

Probability 0.6 0.22 0.12

An aquarium has different colours of fish.
A fish is recorded at random.
Complete the table.

1

[2]

Colour Triangle Square Pentagon Hexagon

Probability 0.08 0.44 0.3 0.18

A bag contains 5 different types of shapes.
The probability of not picking a pentagon is 0.7
Complete the table.

2

[2]
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[2]

Julian watched 20 vehicles pass his house. 7 of the vehicles were trucks.
Over a day 300 vehicles passed Julian’s house.

Calculate an estimate of the number of trucks that passed his house.

1

[2]

A scientist studies 25 trees in a forest. 7 of the trees are unhealthy.
The forest has 600 trees in total.

Calculate an estimate of the number of healthy trees in the forest.

2
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The diagram shows a fair spinner.1

unlikely

(2)

(Total for Question 1 is 3 marks)
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Kalid spins the arrow on the spinner once.

impossible unlikely evens likely certain

(a) Write down the word from the box that best describes the 
likelihood the arrow will land on

(i) black,

(ii) yellow.

10 balls are in a bag.
7 of these balls are red.

Liam takes at random a ball from the bag.

(b) On the probability scale below, 
mark with a cross (×) the probability that the ball is red.

(1)

1

2
0 1

red

blueblack

red

red

impossible

×



Kiri has five bags of coloured cubes.
She picks at random a cube from each bag.
The table shows the probability that the cube the picks from each bag is blue.

1

Bag A B C D E

Probability of red 0.5 0.9 0.3 0.7 0
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A
(1)

(Total for Question 1 is 3 marks)

(a) From which bag is Kiri most likely to pick a blue sweet?

(b) Which bag contains no blue sweets?

(c) From which bag is Kiri equally likely to
pick a blue cube as a cube of another colour?

(1)

(1)

E

B





There are 90 counters in a bag.
Each counter in the bag is either red or blue so that

the number of red counters : the number of blue counters = 2 : 13

Li is going to put some more red counters in the bag so that

the probability of taking at random a red counter from the bag is  

Work out the number of red counters that Li is going to put in the bag.

1

2 + 13 = 15

(Total for Question 1 is 4 marks)

Edexcel Foundation: January 2019 Paper 2, Q17

90 ÷ 15 = 6 counters per part
2 : 13

12 : 78

39 : 78
1:2

Add red counters

78 = 

78 ÷ 2 = 39

27 more red counters needed to make 39

39 – 12 = 27



IGCSE
Here is a biased 6-sided spinner.1

Number 1 2 3 4 5 6

Probability 0.07 0.24 0.22 0.12 0.24 0.11

0.07 + 0.24 = 0.31

(Total for Question 1 is 5 marks)

Edexcel Foundation: January 2019 Paper 1, Q15

Kim spins the spinner once.
The table gives the probabilities that the spinner  lands on 1, 2, 3 or 4.

(a) Work out the probability that the spinner lands on 1 or 2.

(1)

When the spinner is spun once, the probability that the spinner lands on 5 is 
0.13 more than the probability that the spinner lands on 6.

Ato spins the spinner 400 times.

(b)Work out an estimate for the number of times the spinner lands on 6.

(4)

P(5 or 6) = 1 – (0.07 + 0.24 + 0.22 + 0.12)

P(5 or 6) = 0.35

0.35 = P(6) + (P(6) + 0.13)

P(6) = 0.11

0.11 × 400 = 44

P(5)



IGCSE
Steve throws a 6-sided dice.
The dice can land on 1 or on 2 or on 3 or on 4 or on 5 or on 6

He also spins a coin.
The coin can land on heads (H) or on tails (T).

List all the possible combinations he could get.

1
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H1

(Total for Question 1 is 2 marks)

H2 H3 H4 H5 H6

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6



IGCSE
Cho has two different sets of cards.

Set 1 contains 3 cards, one marked A, one marked B and one marked C.
Set 2 contains 5 cards, one marked A, one marked B, one marked C,
one marked D and one marked C

Cho is going to take at random one card from each set.
The table shows all possible pairs of cards that Cho could take.

1
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A B C D E

A AA AB AC AD AE

B BA BB BC BD BE

C CA CB CC CD CE

(2)

(Total for Question 1 is 4 marks)

(a) Find the probability that Cho will take at least one card marked B.

Cho is going to take at random one card from each set, note the 
letter on each card and replace the cards.

He is going to do this a total of 90 times.

(b) Work out an estimate for 
the number of times that Cho will take at least one card marked B.

Set 1

Set 2

(2)
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[1]

Ash has a bag containing 5 green pens, 10 blue pens and 9 red pens only.
She takes a pen out of the bag at random.

Draw an arrow (↓ ) on the probability scale to show the probability that Ash takes

1

10

(a) a blue pen,

[1]10

(a) a green pen or a blue pen.

= 24

10/24 = 5/12

15/24 = 7.5/12
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Anita makes 40 cupcakes with different flavours.
5 cupcakes are chocolate, 13 are banana, 7 are toffee, 
2 are vanilla and 13 are coffee.

Anita takes a cupcake at random.
Find the probability that the cupcake she takes is

1

[1](i)  toffee,

[1](ii)  not chocolate,

[1](iii)  strawberry.

The image part with relationship ID rId6 was not found in the file.
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Nathan has a set of 10 cards, each with a number written on it.
The numbers on the cards are  1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6, 7, 8, 10.
One card is taken at random.

Write down the probability that the number on the card is

1

[1](iv)  a number greater than 10.

(iii)  a prime number, [1]

(ii)  an even number, [1]

(i)  6, [1]
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Colour Gold Blue Red White

Probability 0.6 0.22 0.06 0.12

An aquarium has different colours of fish.
A fish is recorded at random.
Complete the table.

1

[2]

Colour Triangle Square Pentagon Hexagon

Probability 0.08 0.44 0.3 0.18

A bag contains 5 different types of shapes.
The probability of not picking a pentagon is 0.7
Complete the table.

2

[2]
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[2]
105

Julian watched 20 vehicles pass his house. 7 of the vehicles were trucks.
Over a day 300 vehicles passed Julian’s house.

Calculate an estimate of the number of trucks that passed his house.

1

[2]
432

A scientist studies 25 trees in a forest. 7 of the trees are unhealthy.
The forest has 600 trees in total.

Calculate an estimate of the number of healthy trees in the forest.

2

Healthy = 


